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Abstract
Objective: The purpose of this article is to explore the postmodern, postrational, and
postconventional core of DD Palmer's self-sense and philosophy.
Discussion: DD Palmer's self and philosophy can be viewed as a reaction to the self of
modernity and its challenges of a fracture between mind and body, spirit, and nature. It is
argued that Palmer's solution to these vexing problems facing the modern self was to use
postrational and postconventional logic to overcome the dualisms. His philosophy resonates
with similar postrational approaches, most notably, the German idealist Schelling.
Conclusion: It is argued that Palmer was one of the first postrational individuals in America
and that chiropractic was an attempt at the first postrational health profession.
© 2011 National University of Health Sciences.
Introduction
The philosophy of chiropractic, originally developed
by chiropractic's founder, DD Palmer (1845-1913),
represents a postmodern worldview because Palmer
used postrational and postconventional approaches to
explain life, biology, and reality. Postmodernity in this
context relates to the worldviews, which emerged in
response to the Western Enlightenment and its over-
emphasis on mental-rational structures of conscious-
ness, which defined the modern era. DD Palmer's
approach to chiropractic and its philosophy attempts to
overcome the inherent contradictions and dissociations
of the modern worldview in regard to the split between
Spirit and matter, intelligence and body, life and
physicality.1 Palmer's approach was postmodern
because he used the objective modern worldview and
incorporated first-person approaches to knowledge
stemming from premodern worldviews. Also, he
included moral and systems dimensions to his
philosophy, with a type of equalitarian pluralism.
According to Palmer, Innate Intelligence (II) is an
individualized portion of Universal Intelligence (UI).
Innate functions over the nervous system in humans
and can be blocked or impeded by subluxations or
slight misalignments of the spinal column resulting in
☆ Three articles have been developed focusing on premodern,
modern, and postmodern elements of chiropractic’s philosophical
theories. These 3 articles represent “Part II” in the series on
constructing a philosophy of chiropractic.
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Journal of Chiropractic Humanities (2011) 18,3 9 –63“a mechanical interference with flow of the nerve
supply,”1(p105) causing tension of the neuroskeleton,
decreased tone, and eventually disease. A chiropractor
can intervene by adjusting subluxations, thereby
releasing the flow and vibration of innate and thus
assisting humanity to express its divinity.
To fully capture Palmer's perspective, which in-
cludes his systems approach, his use of premodern
spiritual experiences, along with his modern and
objective insights into physiology and anatomy, an
extended quote is warranted. The following statement
was written by Palmer at age 68 years, published
posthumously by his wife, and referred to by Gaucher-
Peslherbe as “the nearest thing we have to a spiritual
testament.”2(p92) Palmer writes:
I believe, in fact know, that the universe consists of
Intelligence and Matter. This intelligence is known
to the Christian world as God. As a spiritual
intelligence it finds expression through the animal
and vegetable creation, man being the highest
manifestation. I believe that this Intelligence is
segmented into many parts as there are individual
expressions of life: that spirit, whether considered
as a whole or individually, is advancing upward
and onward towards perfection; that in all
animated nature this Intelligence is expressed
through the nervous system, which is the means
of communication to and from individualized
spirit; that the condition known as TONE is the
tension and firmness, the renitency and elasticity of
tissue in a state of health, normal existence; that
the mental and physical condition known as
disease is a disordered state because of an unusual
amount of tension above or below that of tone, that
normal and abnormal amounts of strain or laxity
are due to the position of the osseous framework,
the neuroskeleton, which not only serves as a
protector to the nervous system, but, also, as a
regulator of tension; that Universal Intelligence,
the Spirit as a whole or in its segmented parts, is
eternal in its existence; that physiological disin-
tegration and somatic death are changes of the
material only; that the present and future make-up
of individualized spirits depend upon the cumula-
tive mental function which, like all other junctions,
is modified by the structural condition of the
impulsive, transmitting, nervous system; that
criminality is but the result of abnormal nervous
tension; that our individualized, segmented spiri-
tual entities carry with them into the future
spiritual state that which has been mentally
accumulated during our physical existence, that
spiritual existence, like the physical, is progressive;
that a correct understanding of these principles and
the practice of them constitute the religion of
chiropractic; that the existence and personal
identity of individualized intelligences continue
after the change known as death; that life in this
world and the next is continuous-one of eternal
progression. “There is a natural body, and there is
a spiritual body.” -l Cor. iv: 44.3(p10)
In this passage, we capture much of DD Palmer's
philosophical approach to life and chiropractic, death,
and the hereafter. Although, on the surface, this
statement seems premodern, it is not. It shows Palmer's
postconventional attempt to integrate modern and
premodern truths. His worldview combined interior
experienceswithobjectivefactsandaholisticviewofthe
body, which was set in a broader view of society's ills,
andanevendeepercontextofeternalSpiritprogressively
manifesting through matter. Palmer mentions “the
religion of chiropractic,” which he later distinguishes
asamoralobligation.Heconsidereddevelopingthisasa
legal argument but never implemented it as such.
Overall, this quote depicts Palmer's postconventional
worldview and fourth-person perspectival thinking. The
fourth-person perspective includes the objective third-
person perspective, the intersubjective second-person
perspective, as well as the subjective first-person
perspective, all set in a context of the unfolding of
time.4 Palmer attempted to integrate this worldview into
chiropractic, which may make chiropractic the first
attempt at a postconventional profession in history.
Chiropractic's emergence as an expression of the
postmodern era has been largely neglected in the
literature.5 DD Palmer attempted to integrate body,
mind, soul, and spirit along with science, culture, and
the self.6 His approach had qualities similar to systems
theory and holism, 2 postconventional approaches to
life. Situating chiropractic in the context of a postra-
tional and postconventional response to the modern
overemphasis on rationality through scientific materi-
alism and narrow empiricism is an important step in
constructing and enacting a philosophy of chiropractic.
Traditional concepts can be reinterpreted in this light
and so can the approach to philosophers. The
accusation has been leveled at followers of Palmer's
teachings that they are dogmatic, antiscientific, and
traditionalists who need to modernize and progress.7-11
By reframing the discussion in terms of postconven-
tional approaches in the postmodern era, a more
accurate assessment can be levied against chiropractic
philosophers to ascertain the differences between
dogmatic and regressive approaches vs postconven-
tional and more complex approaches.
40 S. A. SenzonInnate Intelligence and UI as concepts are rooted in
premodern worldviews and phenomenological experi-
ences, filtered through DD Palmer's self-identity,
which was distinctly modern. He was a product of
post-Enlightenment Western culture and, more specif-
ically, the 19th century metaphysical religious culture
of America,12,13 which was influenced by the Covert
Enlightenment,14 with the teachings of Mesmer and
Swedenborg, the German Counter Enlightenment,15,16
and Transcendentalism.13 DD Palmer's worldview, his
sense of self, his philosophy, and hence chiropractic
reflected elements of each of these influences.12,13,17,18
His modern self was attempting to reconcile the
distinctions, challenges, and experiences placed on a
modern self by integrating phenomenological and
objective accounts of internal experience into his
system of chiropractic. Combining premodern and
modern worldviews was a reflection of Palmer's
postconventional approach.
Methodological approaches
Articles earlier in this series described 8 fundamental
perspectives disclosed through 8 methodological fam-
ilies differentiated according to interior/exterior, inside/
outside, and individual/collective (Fig 1).5,6,19 The
interior methodologies are phenomenology, structural-
ism, hermeneutics, and ethnomethodology. The exte-
rior methodologies are autopoiesis theory, empiricism,
social autopoiesis theory, and systems theory (Fig 2).
These 8 zones are central to Integral Methodological
Pluralism (IMP) developed by American philosopher
Ken Wilber.20,21 Integral Methodological Pluralism is
being applied to at least 35 academic fields22 such as
consciousness studies,23,24 medicine,25,26 nursing,27,28
psychotherapy,29,30 coaching,31,32 and ecology.33,34
Applying IMP to chiropractic and its philosophy is a
novel way to bridge any methodological or perspectival
gaps in the chiropractic profession and develop a
rigorous philosophical approach to chiropractic.5
Chiropractic can be explored from all 8 zones.5 It
was suggested that IMP should become a central
organizing framework through which the construction
of a philosophy of chiropractic can begin, one which
includes every facet of chiropractic from ethics to
politics to personal worldviews and from legal struc-
tures to biological systems. Although philosophy in
chiropractic has been described and debated for more
than 100 years, an established discipline of philosophy
in chiropractic has not developed. This has led to
fragmentation and discord in the chiropractic profes-
sion. The first article concluded that the individual/
exterior zones were the most commonly described
elements within the philosophy of chiropractic, with an
emphasis on empiricism (objective facts about anatomy
and physiology) and autopoiesis theory (the self-
healing, self-organizing, and self-creating aspects of
the organism). That article also concluded that interior
zones are largely unexplored in the literature on
Fig 1. “Eight fundamental perspectives” from Esbjörn-
Hargens and Wilber.
21(p530)
Fig 2. “Eight Methodological Zones” from Esbjörn-
Hargens.
22(p17)
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introspective and phenomenological approaches, struc-
tural and objective views of the individual's interior, as
well as the inside and outside of cultural perspectives.
The current article explores the construction of new
frameworks from more complex worldviews. It ex-
pands on the interior zones in relation to DD Palmer's
worldview and the worldviews and self-identity from
which his perspectives may have emerged.
Thesecondandthirdarticlesinthisseriesreconstruct
a genealogy of chiropractic according to 2 of the
methodological families, which disclose the collective/
interior zones. Hermeneutics is a systematic methodol-
ogy to explore meaning making and mutual resonance
incultures.Culturalanthropologyorethnomethodology
objectively explores worldviews and how they emerge
and evolve in cultures. Innate Intelligence and UI were
explored in this context based on the structures of
consciousness and self-identity of DD Palmer as well as
philosophers from the premodern and modern eras.6,19
Thecurrentarticlecontinuesthisapproachbylookingat
various responses to the Western Enlightenment and
their impact on Palmer's culture. An emphasis will be
placed on similarities between Palmer and Schelling,
one of the first postmodern philosophers.35,36
This article continues the argument by filling in the
genealogy of chiropractic's philosophy, not just in the
cultural and philosophical precursors to chiropractic,
but also DD Palmer's own unique development. As an
individual, Palmer pioneered a new worldview, which
was part of alarger cultural worldview emerging during
his era. By understanding how Palmer's worldview was
postmodern, a new approach to chiropractic's history
and philosophy emerges. By coming to terms with this
interior, personal, and collective lineage of chiroprac-
tic, a new dialogue in regard to the chiropractic
profession unfolds.
Reframing the dialogue
There is a trend in the philosophy of chiropractic
literature to emphasize objective and empirical ap-
proaches to knowledge and exclude interior subjective
and intersubjective approaches. This trend shares a
common worldview no matter how it is applied. For
example, there are 2 diametrically opposed positions in
regard to philosophy in chiropractic; yet both rely on
objective rational worldviews to make their case. Many
dismissivist37 critiques of Palmer's approach to chiro-
practic and philosophy have generally taken the
positionthatallpremodernand“untestable”hypotheses
should be replaced by modern, objective, rational, and
empirical worldviews based on scientific material-
ism.7,38-46 Some adherents of Palmer's core philosoph-
ical premises have sought to dismiss Palmer's
premodern roots (such as any discussion of Spirit or
soul and their integration with matter and body) and
emphasize his writings on the self-healing and self-
organizing nature of biology, even going so far as to
embrace his ideas ofUI as aself-organizing approach to
matter and life, stripped of any reference to Spirit or
interiors.47-51 These approaches overlap in their use of
objective rationality, but their intents and focus are
different in regard to retaining or dismissing the
philosophical terminology. None of these approaches
are deeply holistic, as they leave out various perspec-
tives and methodologies appropriate to disclosing
interior dimensions of reality. A more thorough
examination of these and other approaches to philo-
sophy will be explored in the final article of this series.
By using IMP, the partialness of these philosophical
approaches becomes apparent. These partial truths are
especially important because DD Palmer included
interior dimensions. Byexploring Palmer's postmodern
core, we can contextualize critiques in a much broader
framework. An entirely new way of understanding
what Palmer was attempting to do emerges when we
interpret his postconventional approach in terms of
structuralism, cultural anthropology, hermeneutics, and
phenomenology. This requires a new evaluation not
only of Palmer and his approach, but of all critiques of
his philosophy as well as attempts to “modernize” his
approach. This reevaluation could have an impact on
the philosophy of chiropractic in significant ways in
terms of politics, ethics, legal statutes, accreditation
policies, educational programs, and daily practice.
This reinterpretation of chiropractic's central tenets
as developed by DD Palmer is more important for
chiropractic now than ever before. His was a
postconventional approach in a conventional society
and culture. He was bringing postmodern worldviews
into a profession that was soon to be regulated by
conventional and modern rational structures, such as
accrediting agencies and licensing boards. This inher-
ent tension and the conflict between Palmer's approach
and modernist mental-rational worldviews are still
impacting the chiropractic profession in significant
ways. For example, based on the types of dismissive
approaches mentioned above, the Council on Chiro-
practic Education (CCE), the main accrediting body for
chiropractic colleges in the United States, has recently
established new standards of accreditation. According
to Southerland, “This will be the first wholesale
rewriting of the standards in more than 3 decades.”52
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according to modernist worldviews. That is, CCE has
diminished the importance of traditional terminology
such as vertebral subluxation from the discourse53 and
expanded the chiropractic scope to be more aligned
with Western medical practices, even to the point of
striking the words without drugs and surgery from
chiropractic's definition.54 Not only does this redefine
a profession without the general consent of the
practitioners around the world,55,56 practitioners who
include aspects of these early philosophical premises in
their daily practice, but it also forces chiropractic to go
backwards in terms of worldviews. If it can be
demonstrated that Palmer's approach was an advance
on the modernist worldview, then any attempt to
redefine his philosophy to more closely align it to
modernist worldviews is a form of devolution of the
structural worldviews at chiropractic's core.
Chiropractic and evolving worldviews
One of the main elements of Integral Theory is
increasing levels of complexity for each quadrant-
perspective.57 Thus, for each domain of reality
(intentional, behavioral, cultural, and social) (Fig 1), a
corresponding increase in complexity can be tracked
accordingto levels (Fig 3).Inregardtothephilosophyof
chiropractic, a useful “simultracking” can be developed.
Chiropractic emerged at a certain level of social
complexity in the history of America and the world, at
the height of the industrial revolution (social), in cultural
complexity, at the transition between modern and
postmodern worldviews (cultural), in behavioral com-
plexity (brain, body and behavior), chiropractic de-
scribes the most complex understanding of the human
nervous system for that time, whereas the nervous
system represents the most complex biological structure
Fig 3. Some levels in the 4 quadrants of Esbjörn-Hargens and Wilber.
21(p527)
43 Postmodern coreknown, and in intentional complexity, chiropractic was
expressed from DD Palmer's perspective (intentional),
his unique structure of consciousness, which was an
early postconventional level, or what Gebser referred to
as the integral aperspectival structure.36,58,59
Self-development, complexity, and center of gravity
In the previous 2 articles, the focus was on the
development of cultural worldviews, structures of
consciousness, and self-identity from the Greeks to
Kant in relation to the chiropractic concepts of II and
UI. Taken for granted in such a discussion is the idea
that individuals within each culture develop.20 Each
individual has a very good chance of developing to the
average level of thinking and worldview in his or her
culture. For DD Palmer's time and for about 75% to
80% of today's Western culture,30,60-62 the average
center of gravity was the conventional level, which
corresponds to Gebser's mental-rational structure of
consciousness. Wilber writes, “Thus, the center of
gravity of a given culture tends to act as a ‘magnet
of development’: if you are below that average, the
magnet pulls you up; if you try to go beyond it, it pulls
you down.”63(p342) When enough individuals at one
culture dominate with a more complex perspective,
worldview, or self-identity structure, then the world-
view of the collective culture evolves to the new
center of gravity.58,59,64-66 Cook-Greuter and Sou-
len30 refer to the individual self's center of gravity as
the most complex level of meaning making the person
has mastered.
According to Kegan and Lahey,67 when the
complexity of a situation grows more than the
complexity of the individual, then a new level of
complexity is required to emerge so that the person can
adapt to the world. They write:
In reality the experience of complexity is not just a
story about the world. It is also a story about
people. It is a story about the fit between the
demands of the world and the capacity of the
person or the organization. When we experience
the world as “too complex” we are not just
experiencing the complexity of the world. We are
experiencing a mismatch between the world's
complexity and our own at this moment. There
are only two logical ways to mend this mismatch—
reduce the world's complexity or increase our own.
The first isn't going to happen. The second has
long seemed an impossibility in adulthood.67(p12)
This type of increasing complexity in adults does
occur and can be measured objectively with various
developmental survey instruments such as the Subject-
Object Interview67 and the Leadership Development
Profile.30 The Subject-Object Interview explores the
way individuals make as object what was subject, a
hallmark of a new level of complexity. The Leadership
Development Profile is based on Loevinger's68
sentence completion test.69 It analyzes the language
people use when completing various sentences such as
“A mother is …” or “When I am angry ….” Based on the
response, a score is given, which very accurately and
objectively measures the individual's level.70 In the
case of an individual like DD Palmer, we canonly intuit
his center of gravity based on the evidence we have of
his life and writings coupled to our knowledge of levels
of consciousness disclosed through research by con-
structive developmental psychology.71 DD Palmer was
a pioneer of postconventional thinking for his time and
the founder of chiropractic. Thus, we can describe
chiropractic as a pioneering postmodern profession in
its early definition, its inception.
Postconventional
The objective study of individual development was
pioneered by James Mark Baldwin, a contemporary of
Palmer's, and then rigorously explored by Jean
Piaget.72-74 The work of Piaget focused on the
emergence of intelligence in children as they construct
their world. In fact, Piaget's ideas of structuralism75
and biology and intelligence76 are congruent in many
ways with the philosophy of chiropractic and its
emphasis on the self-organizing structures of the
body.77 Piaget studied the development of cognition
in children through empirical observation and delin-
eated several levels; sensorimotor, preconceptual,
preoperational, concrete operational, and formal oper-
ational.74 Piaget established that individuals have
different worldviews, which they construct as they
develop. He had a significant influence on construc-
tivist developmental psychology.72
Piaget believed that cognitive development stopped
at formal-operational thinking, which is the ability to
take third-person perspectives and use mental-rational
structures of consciousness. Many researchers since
Piaget have found that there are other lines of
development such as self,4 morals,78 values,79 and
spirituality,80 which continue to develop alongside
cognition well into adulthood. The term postformal
developmentwasoriginallyappliedtodevelopmentthat
went beyond Piaget's formal operational thinking.69,81
Wilber has correlated the research of dozens of
developmental researchers and concluded that the
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development was being studied could be grouped into
8to12levelsoraltitudes(whichhecolorcodedforeasy
referencing purposes) (Fig 3) and more broadly into 4
levels: preconventional, conventional, postconven-
tional, and post-postconventional.20 Cook-Greuter's4
research has shown how each of these broad levels
corresponds with the ability to take wider perspectives
such as first-, second-, third-, fourth-, and fifth-person
perspectives (Fig 4). The ability to take on fourth- and
fifth-person perspectives is rare. Cook-Greuter writes,
“Only approximately 10% to 20% of adults demon-
strate postconventional development.”30(p185) In de-
scribing what the developmental researchers may agree
on, she writes:
People with later-stage mental models have likely
achieved success in life because of their capacity
for more integrated and complex thinking, doing,
and feeling. They have broader, more flexible, and
more imaginative perspective on their circum-
stances and are able to appreciate multiple
contexts. They tend to cultivate relationships with
a diversity of people, see promising connections
and opportunities in novel places, and deal with
problems in adaptive and proactive ways.30(p186)
Individuals at postconventional and postrational
levelsofconsciousness also tendto embracespirituality
along with science, are comfortable with paradox, take
on pluralistic perspectives, and use systems thinking.
DD Palmer had all of these attributes, demonstrated
through his philosophical and embodied merging of
mindandmatter,hisholisticviewoflife,andhisoverall
inclusive embrace of all people and religions.
Interestingly, a recent study showed how BJ Palmer
developed into post-postconventional levels in his
values, spirituality, cognition, and self-development.82
BJ Palmer was the only son of DD Palmer. BJ took
over the Palmer School from his father in 1906 and was
president until his death in 1961. His development was
assessed by Cook-Greuter83 and explored with several
other criteria required to assess integral leaders.84 It
was suggested that the influence of his postconven-
tional father and the phenomenological experiences BJ
Palmer was exposed to from an early age, as well as a
series of crucibles marked by epiphanies, furthered
BJ's development in later life.82 The role of post-
conventional consciousness development of both DD
and BJ Palmer in terms of their impact on chiropractic,
society, and culture has hardly been explored.
Confusing pre and post
It is common for individuals at the conventional or
rational level of consciousness to confuse the prera-
tional stages with postrational stages, what Wil-
ber63,72,85 refers to as the pre/trans fallacy. At the
mental-rational level, anything that is not rational looks
the same whether it is early magical thinking or late
holistic thinking. This applies to the philosophy of
chiropracticinatleast3ways:(1)DDPalmer'sthinking
sometimes commits the pre/trans fallacy. (2) Critics of
his philosophy, whether intending to dismantle it or
Fig 4. Comparing levels of Wilber and Cook-Greuter with person perspective (p.p.). Adapted from Cook-Greuter.
4 This
diagram was modified by removing the third column and adding the perspectives, thus adapted.
45 Postmodern corebuild upon it, sometimes confuse postrational thinking
with prerational thinking in regard to Palmer and his
followers. (3) Distinctions between pre and post in the
definition of II, such as the Objective Straight
Chiropractic movement, could use IMP as a way to
reintegrate the interior elements of the philosophy they
have dismissed. In regard to all 3 of these points, future
developers of the philosophy of chiropractic should be
aware of the pre/trans fallacy and be ever vigilant not to
slide backwards into prerational or preconventional
ways of thinking, being, or practicing.
DD Palmer's pre/trans fallacy can be spotted in a
statement such as this, “As a science chiropractic
explains local and general death to be—but the result
of law, a step on the road of eternal progression; that
any deviation from tone, the basis of chiropractic, is
disease.”1(p11) Here, Palmer is equating chiropractic,
the expression of health as tone, with “eternal
progression.” Tone and health are physiological and
thus related to the body and prerational levels. Eternal
progression relates to transpersonal dimensions of
spirituality and postrational levels. DD Palmer even
extends this to a social systems approach; he continues,
“It will lessen disease, poverty and crime, empty our
jails, penitentiaries and insane asylums and assist us to
prepare for the existence beyond the transition called
death.”1(p11) Palmer's ability to see an interconnected
web of relationships associated with the chiropractic
adjustment, its philosophy, and science gets confusing
when he equates the adjustment to biological,
psychological, social, and spiritual health. Although
his poetic and grandiose prose is inspiring and
probably reflective of his time, it does not adequately
capture the complexity of these relationships. Using
methodological approaches from IMP, we can sort out
this statement and explore the interconnections be-
tween physiology, health, societal problems, psycho-
logical and physical disease, and spirituality. Without
such a framework, which was not available at his time,
DD Palmer's approach was to combine all of these
levels together.
Several scholars have responded to DD Palmer's
approach. Albanese wrote, “fixing a spine and physical
body could mean fixing an eternity.”13(p409) Fuller
referred to Palmer's approach in terms of a “total
regeneration of the human condition”86(p74) Keating42
dismissed Palmer's philosophy as biotheology and
suggested that theology should be left to theologians.
Many in the profession have dismissed Palmer's
spirituality and yet kept his physiological notions of
the wholeness of the organism and its ability to self-
heal.7,41,43,47-50,87-92 The pre/trans fallacy can be used
as a lens to reinterpret histories,13,86 critiques,42 and
developments of chiropractic and its philosophy.
Using IMP along with an understanding of the pre/
trans fallacy not only helps us to differentiate Palmer's
spiritual definitions from his biological definitions of
II, but it can also be applied to various approaches to
the philosophy of chiropractic. Critiques of Palmer's
definitions rarely differentiate preconventional and
prerational levels from postconventional and postra-
tional. For example, Keating writes:
Chiropractors can't have it both ways. Our theories
cannot be both dogmatically held vitalistic con-
structs and be scientific at the same time. The
purposiveness, consciousness, and rigidity of the
Palmers' Innate should be rejected.93(p10)
In this quote, chiropractors who incorporate II are
accused of being dogmatic and not scientific. Although
this may be the case in some instances, Keating's
stance does not acknowledge the difference in
worldview or complexity for those defining II in a
holistic or systems way. There is no distinction between
what Cook-Greuter4 might refer to as second-, third-,
or fourth-person perspectives on II (Fig 4). Thus, from
Keating's perspective, all approaches that are not using
strictly objective third-person perspectives are dis-
missed as dogmatic and antiscientific and, we might
add, using prerational and first- or second-person
perspectives. There is no inclusion of postrational or
fourth-person perspective, which is when individuals
become comfortable with paradox and embrace science
and spirituality in the context of unfolding in time.4
This is a good example of not distinguishing between
pre and post.
One of the most common philosophical approaches
to II in the contemporary chiropractic literature is the
various attempts to reduce II to biological phenomena
only.87,90,94 This objectivist approach is generally used
in 2 ways: to dismiss the philosophy or to retain it.37
The dismissive approach seeks to discard all traditional
chiropractic terminology, especially the term subluxa-
tion.9 Vertebral subluxation was often linked to both
the biological and the spiritual definitions of II.95 The
retention approach is intended to preserve the core
tenets of the philosophy of chiropractic that the body is
self-organizing.
This retentionist approach has been used to retain
subluxation as a biologically centered cornerstone of
chiropractic, apart from any confusions with its
Palmerian and spiritual origins.50,92 The usual rationale
for such a distinction is to “save” the subluxation from
the theology of the Palmers and from the dismissivists,
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practice to become more like Western medicine
through the control of accreditation agencies, national
boards, and legal definitions of chiropractic. Joe
Strauss, one of the founders of the “objective modern
approach,”92(p230) writes, “perhaps the most important
precipitating factor in the development of the Objective
Phase of Straight Chiropractic was the accreditation
issue.”92(p231) For Strauss, the sole objective of
chiropractic is the correction of vertebral subluxation
to allow for the expression of II. This objective
approach strips II of all spiritual qualities as described
by the Palmers and by other philosophical chiroprac-
tors and makes the case that a focus on subluxation
alone is enough to preserve the profession as separate
and distinct.
In terms of IMP, this retentionist distinction is
important because it differentiates the interior from the
exterior in Palmer's definitions of Innate; but in doing
so, it dismisses the interiors as unimportant. This view
focuses on 1 or 2 methodological approaches,
empiricism and autopoiesis theory, and excludes
most other methodologies (Fig 2). As noted in the
“Introduction,” there are methodological similarities
between this approach and that of the dismissivists
because they both emphasize an objective worldview.
Integral Methodological Pluralism could open up a
new dialogue between these approaches. For example,
dismissivists have consistently ignored or were
unaware of the importance of this philosophical
distinction of the retentionists, separating the biolog-
ical from the spiritual definitions of II. Instead, the pre/
trans fallacy gets emphasized, such as focusing on the
seemingly prerational and fundamentalist elements that
are retained in any definition of II.44 One could just as
easily find a common ground by focusing on the
postrational systems approach that is at the core of
viewing the body as self-organizing.95 Integral
Methodological Pluralism may also open up new
depths within these approaches by emphasizing not
only interiors but also the social and legal forces
shaping the philosophy of chiropractic.
The legal question
The legal question has always shaped the theory and
philosophy of chiropractic. Even though DD Palmer's
use of the term Innate dates to 1904,96(p641) with his
studies of philosophy of disease, magnetic healing, and
Spiritualism going back to the 1880s,18 philosophy in
chiropractic did not become an important element until
after the landmark Morikubo case in 1907.97,98 This
fact set the tone for a more recent dismissivist approach
suggesting that the use of philosophy in chiropractic
was only a legal ploy.9,42,91,97,98 Some of the
limitations of this argument were addressed in the
second article,6 but now we can explore the limits even
further from a postconventional perspective. This is
vital because of the implications not only on the
philosophy but also on laws, accreditation, education,
and practice.
The Morikubo case set a legal precedent by
acknowledging chiropractic as a separate and distinct
profession with its own science, art, and philosophy.
This ruling was based on the Nelson v Harrington case,
also in Wisconsin in 1888. One of BJ Palmer's lawyers,
Arthur Holmes, explained it like this:
The rule laid down in that case is that to constitute
a recognized school of medicine, there must be a
theory of principles and practice concerning
disease, the diagnosis, and the remedy, which all
the members of that school profess and are required
to follow. This means there must be some theory
concerning disease or the cause thereof.99(p5)
The winning argument in the Morikubo case was
based on the book Modernized Chiropractic, written
by 3 of DD Palmer's students, Solon Langworthy,
Oakley Smith, and Minora Paxson, who acknowledged
that chiropractic had its own science, art, and
philosophy.100 This book provided the first instance
that the term subluxation was published as a part of the
chiropractic lexicon. Whether DD Palmer used the term
in his verbal teachings before the publication of that
book is unknown. After 1907, subluxation and the
philosophy of chiropractic became the cornerstone of
chiropractic's legal defense.
The precedent of the Morikubo case was important
for DD Palmer and the future of the philosophy of
chiropractic in many ways, especially because his
previous involvement with legal battles was a failure.
In 1906, he unsuccessfully played the role of expert
witness in a case against a chiropractor in La Crosse,
WI,101 and later that year spent 23 days in prison in
Davenport, IA, for practicing medicine without a
license.102 Chiropractic now had a legal strategy that
involved promoting philosophy. DD Palmer began
writing extensively between 1908 and 1910, the year he
published his 900+-page tome entitled The Science,
Art, and Philosophy of Chiropractic (The Chiroprac-
tor's Adjustor).96 The title reflected his intention to take
back the philosophy and adjust the misconceptions of
his many students in their writings and teachings,
including his son.
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strategy, which started with the Morikubo case, DD
Palmer had at one time considered turning chiroprac-
tic into a religion.103 Ultimately, DD Palmer did not
establish a religion; instead, he laid out his
philosophy and defined the “the moral and religious”
duties of chiropractors, further expanding his systems
approach.1(p9) Palmer writes:
I do not propose to change chiropractic, either in
its science, art or philosophy into a religion. The
moral and religious duties of a chiropractor are not
synonymous with the science, art and philosophy
of chiropractic. There is a vast difference between
a theological religion and a religious duty; between
the precepts and practices of religion and that of
chiropractic. A person may be a conscientious
devotee of any theological creed and yet be a
strict, upright, exalted principled practitioner of
chiropractic.1(p15)
DD Palmer did not need to establish a religion for
legal reasons because BJ Palmer's legal strategy was
beginning to work. Chiropractic philosophy became a
legal defense supported by BJ's new protective
association, the Universal Chiropractors Association,
led by BJ and Tom Morris, the lawyer from the
Morikubo case.104 Their legal strategy led to 80%
success rates in court battles for the next 20 years in the
United States105 and is codified in the 1924 book
Malpractice as Applied to Chiropractors by Arthur
Holmes.99 The book defined chiropractic philosophical
terminology as well as strategies for patient education
and “straight” chiropractic practice. The Universal
Chiropractors Association could not use their legal
strategy successfully to defend chiropractors that
“mixed” other therapies, modalities, or medical prac-
tices into chiropractic.105
The arguments calling for a dismissal of Palmer's
philosophy by assuming it was merelya legalployalong
with the other dismissivist approaches mentioned above
have indirect ramifications for the definition and identity
ofchiropractic.Forexample,recentactionsmentionedin
the “Introduction,” such as the CCE changing its
accreditation standards in regard to “subluxation” and
otherkeyphilosophical foundationsofchiropractic, can
be traced to these arguments.53-56,106 When construct-
ing a philosophy of chiropractic using IMP, it is
important to challenge the dismissivist approaches
when warranted, which is when such arguments either
commit the pre/trans fallacy or leave out methodolog-
ical approaches. The legal ploy argument does both.
The argument is originally based on Lerner's97 1950s
interpretation of early chiropractic history. Lerner did
not fully account for the depth of DD Palmer's
philosophical studies because Palmer's collection of
books and pamphlets on Spiritualism and magnetic
healing were not available to researchers from the
Palmer archives until the 1990s.18 But the real problem
with the “legal ploy” argument, besides its overreliance
on thesocial/legal forces,6 isthatitdoesnotaccountfor
complexities of self-development and the use of
multiple perspectives, characteristic of postconven-
tional structures of consciousness (Fig 4). Central to
the legal argument is a modernist worldview based on
scientific materialism.42,107,108 Although there were
definitely legal and social forces dictating the need for
philosophy in chiropractic, the core of that philosophy
was postconventional worldviews, systems thinking,
and a holistic orientation. The legal ploy argument is
generally used in an attempt to try and fit chiropractic
into a conventional, rational, and modernist worldview,
without acknowledging the possibility of a pre/trans
fallacy being committed.9 Going from a more complex
worldview to a less complex worldview is a devolution
of worldviews.109
By trying to understand Palmer from his own
context, that is, his postconventional worldview, we
can best evaluate any attempts to redefine chiropractic,
especially if it is based on conventional worldviews.
Gaucher-Peslherbe wrote of a similar approach to DD
Palmer's work. He suggested that Palmer's successors
should strive to understand him based on “his position”
rather than their own “superior knowledge.” Gaucher-
Peslherbe wrote:
A science must be constantly on its guard against
this kind of attempt to manipulate its history, or it
will be cheated of its heritage even if it is cheated
by itself. Chiropractic will not be a properly
constituted science until it can disentangle itself
from its history, but neither will it last long as a
science if it does not accept the truth about this
history.2(p169)
To more fully understand Palmer's position, or
rather his perspective, it is important to explore the
integral aperspectival structure of consciousness de-
scribed by Gebser.58
The integral aperspectival structure of consciousness
To come to terms with Palmer's advanced self-sense
characteristic of a postconventional approach to reality,
it is important to describe what Gebser58 referred to as
the integral-aperspectival structure of consciousness.
Gebser found evidence for a mutation to this new
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century and into the 20th century in art, poetry, science,
mathematics, and music.58 Gebser described a muta-
tion of consciousness in terms of “transcending and
superseding” the previous structure. He writes:
These remarks, and those that follow, are intended
to clarify the fact that the mutational process we are
speaking of is spiritual and not biological or
historical. It would be tantamount to a misrepre-
sentation if the concept of mutation used here were
to be understood by association as biological. It is
important to emphasize that biological and con-
sciousness mutations are, indeed, similar in their
spontaneous, non-temporal creation of new genera,
potentialities, or structures which, having been
once acquired, are hereditary. But there is also an
essential difference: biological mutation leads to a
specialization of functions within a particular
environment—a minus mutation. Consciousness
mutation, by contrast, unfolds toward overdetermi-
nation: toward structural enrichment and dimen-
sional increment; it is intensifying and inductive—
a plus mutation.58(pp37-38)
Gebser referred to this new structure of conscious-
ness as integral-aperspectival because it was compre-
hensive and even incorporated a fourth dimension of
time into its worldview. The Integral Structure draws
from all previous structures (Archaic, Magic, Mythic,
and Mental) and includes multiple perspectives.58
Combs59 offers 2 examples of the Integral Structure:
Picasso's Guernica painting, which gives the viewer
the feeling of an entire battle from all perspectives
happening at once, and Heisenberg's matrix mathemat-
ics. This was a dramatic shift in worldview, just as
significant as the development from the mythic
structure to the rational structure. The second article
of this series described for example how art is reflective
of these developing perspectives, such as the develop-
ment from preperspectival art such as cave paintings
and medieval tapestries to perspectival art such as
Renaissance architecture and painting. The example of
art helped us to better understand how Palmer's views
on II and UI were perspectivally different from similar
conceptionsinpremoderntimes.6 Thepostmodernshift
in consciousness is from perspectival to aperspectival.
To make this point in regard to art, Mickunas wrote:
If you notice the difference between the Renais-
sance for example, and Picasso's paintings, you
will find that in Renaissance art you could read the
point in time of the painting even if the artist took
three years. The shadow cast was precise. You
could say that the painting was depicting 12:05 in
1719 on July the third. With Picasso the shadows
are cast in such a way as to show that there is no
succession of time, it is four dimensional, also
known as integral.110(p11)
The cast of a shadow and the way the light hit the
subject of the painting in Renaissance art were attempts
to capture 3-dimensional reality. Art is one way of
expanding new worldviews throughout a culture,
spreading a cultural meme.64 Palmer found many
ways to spread his new insights: through writing;
teaching; developing new institutions and practices,
such as chiropractic; and developing philosophical and
moral approaches to science, life, society, and healing.
Palmer's aperspectival approach was evident in his
comprehensive view of chiropractic as simultaneously
affecting physiology, sanity, society, culture, and the
evolution of spiritual progress in this life and beyond.
Wilber36 has suggested that Gebser's use of the term
integral represents at least 3 levels of consciousness
that are all postconventional, what Wilber refers to as
vision-logic (Fig 4). Combs notes that Gebser's
research did not include today's literature on adult
human development and so he viewed all of the higher
structures of consciousness as one structure, which he
named integral. Combs writes:
On reflection, I suspect that many of the qualities
that he attributed to a single integral structure of
consciousness are actually features of a number of
these higher and more refined structures. It is,
perhaps, as if Gebser were looking through these
higher structures vertically, and thus seeing their
qualities telescoped into a single view.59(pp75-76)
As noted above, researchers have found several
postconventional levels of adult human development
that are more complex and take on more perspectives
than the mental-rational level (Fig 4).4,29,67,69,78 The
worldviews of the postmodern era are part of these
underlying postconventional or postrational structures
of consciousness.29,61,68,69,72 The need to stop the
overemphasis on scientific materialism, which was the
hallmark of the modern era, and embrace humanism,
spirituality, ecological thinking, systems, and holism
was central to this new pluralistic way of thinking.
Aspects of the new postconventional worldview can
be found across many disciplines of that era. Palmer's
first chiropractic text, The Science, Art, and Philosophy
of Chiropractic,96 was written at the same general time
as Einstein's111 relativity theory, Husserl's112 phe-
nomenology,Kandinsky's113 modernart,Bergson's114
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biology,115 Baldwin's73 developmental psychology,
Freud's116 psychoanalyticapproach,Smuts'117 holism,
as well as Morgan's118 emergence, and, in the 1920s,
Whitehead's119 process philosophy. During this time,
the chiropractic profession was developing as a
postmodern approach to life, health, science, spiritual-
ity, and morality, alongside other similar systems of
thought in the cultural milieu. Chiropractic was
emerging historically at the start of this new cultural
worldview. DD Palmer was a fully modern self
because of his objective view of the self; his ability
to use mental-rational thinking to distinguish between
body, mind, soul, and spirit; and his ability to push into
a new postmodern way of viewing the world by
bringing a systems and postconventional approach to
his creation of chiropractic and its philosophy.
Chiropractic is thus an expression of his attempt to
create a postconventional profession.
DD Palmer as postconventional pioneer
Three historians (including the current author) have
intuitively placed DD Palmer as an early pioneer of
postconventional thinking, although not always using
that terminology.2,18,120,121 There is some validity to
an individual's ability to intuitively assess another's
level of consciousness.71 Gaucher-Peslherbe2 com-
pared DD Palmer to other postconventional pioneers
such as William James, Merleau-Ponty, Henri Bergson,
and Sigmund Freud. He even considered psychoanal-
ysis and chiropractic to be 2 complementary branches
from the same tree: magnetism. Gaucher-Pelherbe
wrote, “Both chiropractic and psychoanalysis are off
springs of magnetism.”2(p198) This observation is
especially important because Palmer wrote, “Chiro-
practic is an outgrowth of the study of magnetic
healing.”1(p847) Gaucher-Peslherbe believed that Pal-
mer's originality showed up in many ways: attempts to
include spirituality and science, a holistic view of the
body, a spinal dynamic, a new interpretation of the
concept of tone as a self-regulating mechanism of
the neuroskeleton, and his use of linguistics centering
on embodiment. This author121 placed Palmer at the
relativistic-pluralism stage in terms of Clare Graves'
system of development.64,79 This was due to his ability
to infuse into chiropractic his overall systems view,
self-mastery of anatomy and physiology,122 his
esoteric studies,18 and the wisdom learned from years
as a magnetic healer. Alana Callender120 showed
similarities between Palmer's thinking and Ludwig von
Bertalanffy, the father of general systems theory
(another postconventional thinker). Callender wrote,
“The philosophical writings of DD Palmer and Ralph
Stephenson and much of the work of BJ Palmer predate
that of von Bertalanffy by half a century and yet
foreshadow the ‘new’ approach to viewing how
individuals and their environments interact.”120(p8)
Callender was able to develop an objective genealogy
of systems theory and thus linked the ideas of Palmer
and von Bertalanffy in content and philosophical
lineage. She traces ideas of nature and Kosmos from
Aristotle to Descartes, Bernard to Holism, and
Organicism to Systems Theory. Palmer and his
students were part of the lineage leading up to a
systems and thus postconventional approach.
DD Palmer's evolutionary thinking
One of the hallmarks of the integral-aperspectival
structure of consciousness is that it incorporates time.58
The Mental structure incorporated space in its ability
toviewrealityfroma3-dimensionalperspective;suchas
Renaissance art (perspectival), space travel (telescopic),
and the genome project (microscopic). Time is incorpo-
rated into consciousness in the aperspectival structure in
different ways: everything from evolutionary and
systems thinking to developmental and holistic thinking.
Cook-Greuter's research shows that individuals at the
early postconventional levels think contextually and
“they need to understand and watch how things
unfold.”4(p23) This 4-dimensional way of thinking was
evident in Palmer's writings and also in some of his
direct influences such as Spiritualist writers and other
authors he was studying.12,18,102,121,123 Palmer wrote:
Life is evolutionary in its development. The
mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms are
looking forward and upward, seeking a more
refined and better method of expression. Growth,
unfoldment is seen everywhere. Each individua-
lized portion of matter is but an epitome of the
universe, each growing and developing toward a
higher sphere of action; intelligence expressing
itself through matter.1(p772)
Palmer's incorporation of time was based on his
understanding of the individual's ability to progres-
sively access the divine in their body, mind, and spirit.
Fuller writes, “Palmer was envisioning an immanent
divine force progressively actualizing itself through the
evolutionary process.”86(p72) As the Palmer quote
above demonstrates, for DD Palmer, chiropractic was
a method to assist in something much bigger.
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of the divine, could be considered a postmodern
approach according to Charles Taylor.66 For Taylor,
one of the hallmarks of the modern self is that there are
no longer any “ontic” or outer sources of morality.66
The modern self looks within for sources of morality.
One of the tasks of the modern self, according to
Taylor, is to retrieve an external source of morality. We
could say that Palmer found a higher source of
Goodness in UI, a new source for the self's growth.
Taylor suggests that a “moral ontology” is required to
retrieve an external source of morality, something
beyond the modern self's internal sources.124 A moral
ontology centers on a life well lived, oriented to the
good, and situated in a story, a narrative, or some quest.
Each life is viewed in the context of the good, or how
you have become and what you are becoming.66 DD
Palmer embodied this. Palmer wrote:
Universal Intelligence, collectively or individua-
lized, desires to express itself in the best manner
possible. It has been struggling for countless ages
to improve upon itself to express itself intellec-
tually and physically higher in the scale of
evolution. Man's aspirations should be to advance
to a superior level, to make himself better,
physically, mentally and spiritually.
This marvelous existence of many systems,
harmoniously associated and controlled by the I
AM, constitutes the duality of man.1(p674)
This quote suggests that DD Palmer perceived the
Self as the universe evolving, and this was clearest
in the individual life. A similar notion can be found
in the philosophy of Schelling, who had one of the
greatest influences on postconventional and post-
modern thinking.35,36
Chiropractic's philosophical core
Postmodernism and pluralistic worldviews did not
come into vogue until the second half of the 20th
century; yet according to Wilber, the seeds were planted
at the turn of that century and even earlier with the
Idealists likeSchelling and Hegel.20,36,63,72 Onthe same
note, philosopher Frederick Beiser writes, “The German
Counter-Enlightenmentisindeedstillverymuchwithus
today in the form of ‘postmodernism.’”125(p106) Wilber
is obviously not alone, as the Counter-Enlightenment
can be viewed as a precursor to postmodernity.35,125,126
According to Gare,35 Schelling, one of the leaders of
19th century German philosophy, had historical influ-
ence on philosophers such as Bergson, Whitehead,
Pierce, Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Foucault. We might
add thatallof these philosophers influenced IMP, which
provides an even deeper cultural and philosophical
rationale for using IMP in constructing a philosophy of
chiropractic. Schelling's philosophy not only shared
many common ideas with DD Palmer's philosophy, but
it can be viewed as one of the cultural forces that helped
shape Palmer's philosophy and worldview.
The reaction to the overreach of rationalism into all
spheres of knowledge goes back to the Counter-
Enlightenment of the 18th century.127,128 In terms of
chiropractic's philosophical origins, we must also
include the Covert Enlightenment, which centers on
the works of Mesmer and Swedenborg.14 The need to
stop what Wilber refers to as the colonization of the
value spheres of morals and aesthetics by objective
science steadily grew in the years after Descartes and
Locke.36 The developing postconventional worldviews
attempted to include morals and aesthetics alongside
objective science. DD Palmer reflected this new
worldview, which set his philosophical thoughts far
apart from previous eras and at the leading edge of his
own era.
Where Kant showed how all knowledge is mediated
through the structures of the mind, the postmodernists
from Heidegger to Derrida to Foucault showed that all
knowledge must be situated in cultural worldviews, as
these shape how we perceive.36,126 This is why Wilber
and Esbjörn-Hargens refer to IMP as post-Kantian and
post-Heideggerian because IMP starts with these
approaches and then goes even further toward integra-
tion of the value spheres.5,129 Any construction a of
philosophy of chiropractic must come to terms with this
aswell,byincludingthecultural,social,behavioral,and
subjective context from which chiropractic emerged.19
Postmodern identity
Kant split the modern world in three: Science (pure
reason), Morals (practical reason), and Aesthetics
(judgment). According to Wilber, the next role of
philosophy and the postmodern self was to integrate
these three. The German Idealists Fichte (1762-1814),
Schelling (1775-1854), and Hegel (1770-1831) would
attempt to do so.
Fichte's solution was to destroy the world that Kant
claimed we had no direct access to, the “thing in itself.”
According to Kant, we can only know the world
through the structures of the mind. We can never truly
know the world, the “thing in itself.” Instead, Fichte
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itself from various vantage points. The Self now
expanded to include all of nature and things. We can
ultimately know this self in a Plotinian type of ascent to
the One. In this sense, the One is the Self. This
approach allows for an expanded and deeper view of
the Self while retaining the unique self of modernity.36
By combining premodern approaches to the self, such
as Plotinus' ascent to the oneness, with modern
approaches to the self, such as viewing the self as
separate from nature, Fichte's philosophy shares some
common elements to Palmer's philosophy.6,19
Fichte inspired Schelling, both of whom influenced
the cultural milieufrom whichDDPalmer's philosophy
and self-identity would emerge. As noted in the second
article in this series,19 Palmer shared some similarities
to Plotinus in his emanationist type of cosmology. The
point made in that article was that the premodern source
of morality, Goodness, and the Self was exterior, or
“ontic.” For Palmer, UI manifests through matter in a
hierarchical fashion including spirit, soul, mind, and
body. Thus, it came from within. Palmer writes:
Spirit, soul, mind and body are separate and
distinct entities. An entity is a being, whether in
thought or in fact. Spirit. Universal, is the sum total
of the conscious intelligent element or factor
manifested in the universe. Individualized spirit is
the segmented portion embodied in each indivi-
dual. The body, as an entity, is the organized
substance which we recognize as a human being.
The mind is the intellectual part, that which is
conscious, that which understands, reasons, wills
and thinks. The soul is intelligent life—life guided
by intelligence. It resides throughout the body
wherever life is manifested.1(p165)
The distinction of Plotinus' premodern worldview
with its exterior sources of morality was based on
Plato's The Good. Palmer's modern worldview, which
cleaved distinctions between matter, soul, mind, and
body as manifestations of Spirit, was an attempt to
bridge the premodern and the modern. Fichte attempted
something similar, but he did not capture the
progressive evolutionary stance that Palmer embodied.
Schelling did.
Schelling: philosopher of life
According to Wilber,36 Fichte's emphasis on ascent
to the One misses the equally important descent to the
many, originated by Plato. Fichte thus misses the
contribution of Spinoza to the modern self, whereby
mattercanbeunderstoodassubstanceofGod(thedivine
is what all matter is as its substance). Schelling included
this approach in an evolutionary way. He considered
Nature to be “slumbering Spirit,” a “self-organizing
dynamic system,” and “as a unified-self-developing
super-organism.”36(p487) Because of Schelling's
dynamic approach to life as Spirit, Jason Wirth names
him “ag r e a t —and greatly neglected—philosopher of
life.”130(p1) In Schelling's writings, we come closest yet
to Palmer's philosophy. The self itself is the Spirit
awakened in an individual self-organizing and self-
healing form. Wilber writes about Schelling:
He maintained, we have to go forward beyond
Reason in order to discover that Mind and Nature
are both simply different movements of one
absolute Spirit, a Spirit that manifests itself in its
own successive stages of unfoldment and enfold-
ment. As Hegel would soon put it, Spirit is not One
apart from Many, but the very process of the One
expressing itself in successive unfolding in and
through the Many—it is infinite activity expressing
itself in and as the finite process of development
itself (or evolution).36(p486)
For Schelling, Nature is an evolution in time of Spirit
manifesting itself through the Self, or self-conscious-
ness. This was how Schelling came to terms with the
Kantian split of the value spheres to propose that we
can know “the thing in itself” because the Self is nature
waking up. Siegel notes that Schelling was the first
philosopher to describe development in biology and in
individuals from a “reflective” stance. Reflectivity for
Siegel is one of the hallmarks of the modern self since
Descartes and Locke because now we can reflect not
only on nature as an object but on our consciousness as
an object as well. Thus, Schelling extends this to “the
ego's progressive self-realization.”131(p33) As noted
above, this was central to Palmer's philosophy.
And yet it is Wilber who fully captures the essence
of Schelling's (and his once roommate, Hegel's)
advance on the modern self. This is important for
our story because DD Palmer's philosophy is an echo
of Schelling's. Wilber continues from the quote above
by writing:
Thus, for both Schelling and Hegel, Spirit goes out
of itself to produce objective Nature, awakens to
itself in subjective Mind, and then recovers itself in
pure Nondual perception, where subject and object
are one pure act of nondual awareness that unifies
both Nature and Mind in realized Spirit. Spirit
knows itself objectively as Nature; knows itself
subjectively as Mind; and knows itself absolutely
as Spirit.…36(p488)
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Although the nondual stance is not overt in Palmer's
writings, he did write the following:
Psychological investigation reveals the fact that the
spirit of man is a part of the All Wise Spirit, the
Great Creator, and as such possesses in an
infinitesimal degree all the potentialities of omnis-
cience and omnipotence existing in God, just as
one drop of the ocean contains, in miniature, all the
qualities of the briny deep as a whole.1(p19)
DD Palmer felt that Spirit manifested itself through
matter in living forms. Innate would then direct the life
processes and mirror the Educated Intelligence (con-
scious mind) but on the interior. The two would work
together to care for the organism. He writes:
Intelligent life—the soul—is the bond of union
which holds spirit and body together as one. Mind
is the product of soul and body—of a living body.
Through the mind, Innate (spirit) conducts the
functions which control the body, and looks after
its external welfare.1(p166)
The chiropractic adjustment was intended to allow
for the soul, Innate, the individualized portion of the
Divine Spark, to express or manifest through every part
of the body. DD Palmer wrote, “Spiritual progress
toward perfection is dependent upon physical and
spiritual growth.”36(p30) And thus perfecting and
evolving the body would influence not only this
physical and mental life but the spiritual essence and
the evolution that came after. But it was the actual
practice of chiropractic that really sets Palmer's
philosophy apart from Schelling.
According to Wilber, the Idealism of Hegel and
SchellingcollapsedbecauseitwasbasedonReasonand
contemplation and there was no injunction or practice
with which to enact the paradigm. Jennifer Gidley132
recently challenged this hypothesis by noting that
Schelling indeed did have his own injunctions or
practices. She indirectly cites Wirth's discussion of
Schelling's practices of “intellectual intuition.”130(p3)
Schelling did not consider himself a mystic because he
used subjectivity and objectivity to go beyond reason.
Using one's “intellectual intuition” may be a practice,
suchas aform of contemplation or meditation, butthere
is no real evidence that he taught such a practice to his
students. This is important because it brings us to
Palmer's embodied practice, chiropractic.
ItcouldbearguedthatDDPalmerbelievedthathehad
theinjunctionstohealthefracturesofmodernitybetween
Spirit and Matter, Mind, and Body because he not only
included a contemplative practice, which was similar to
Schelling's “intellectual intuition,” but he had a physical
practice, the chiropractic adjustment. Palmer writes:
Therefore, inasmuch as the light of life was
revealed to me in order that I should enlighten
the world, and as our physical health and the
intellectual progress of the personified portion of
the Universal Intelligence depend upon the proper
alignment of the skeletal frame, I feel it my right
and bounden duty to replace any displaced portion
thereof, so that our physical and spiritual faculties
may be fully and normally expressed; thereby not
only enhancing our present condition, but making
ourselves the better prepared to enter the next stage
of existence, to which this earthly existence is but a
preliminary, a preparatory step.1(p21)
The chiropractic adjustment supported by the
contemplation of the vastness and interconnection
of UI and II was his injunction.18 His philosophical
premise was that these could be used to enlighten the
world or, we might add, to enact his new paradigm
of an embodied spiritualized evolutionary worldview
for human beings. Chiropractic has not yet enlight-
ened the world in the way Palmer envisioned. It has
had a significant impact because it is the third largest
health profession. Perhaps, his philosophy and
practice would have gone further towards his aims
if he was aware of the pre/trans fallacy or other
methodological approaches.
His son BJ Palmer would go further in the
development of chiropractic and its philosophy as an
injunction to reach a form of enlightenment. This is
important because it shows how DD Palmer's insights
continued to be developed and passed on from teacher
to student throughout the 20th century, a lineage that
is still a potent force in chiropractic today, in the 21st
century. BJ Palmer systematically cultivated his own
intuitive intelligence to a very advanced degree. BJ
Palmer's development of these ideas was a direct
extension of his father's insights; and more specifi-
cally, BJ developed a much more coherent and
systematic way to actualize awakened states through
paying attention to II. In his 70s, BJ Palmer133
described the process and practice of receiving “thot
flashes” from Innate to Educated and then acting upon
them as the key to awakening into an infinite or
cosmic awareness. He too felt that the chiropractic
adjustment was central to this process and continually
refined his techniques.134 BJ Palmer135 also expand-
ed upon his father's evolutionary approach by
describing a basic understanding of individual and
cultural interior development.82
53 Postmodern coreSchelling died in 1854, 9 years after DD Palmer's
birth. Schelling's philosophical impact on Palmer's era
and our own was historically pivotal.35,126 Another
linkage between their philosophies can be inferred by
Schelling's exposure to the thought of Mesmer and
Swedenborg; both were well known influences on
Palmer. This just provides more evidence that there
were shared cultural ideas and worldviews between
Palmer and Schelling. For example, several of
Schelling's students were interested in Mesmeric
healing; and Schelling had some relationship to
Swedenborgianism.136 Palmer was a magnetic healer
for 9 years1 and “leaned to” Spiritualism,137(p64) which
grew from a combination of the thought and practices
of Mesmer and Swedenborg.14 Like Schelling's radical
approach to Spirit as slumbering nature waking up to
itself in our individual consciousness, Palmer viewed
UI as God, the ground of matter, the drive behind
evolution. DD Palmer writes:
I chose the name Innate. Innate—born with. And
so far I would not change it except to replace it
with the name of that individualized entity which
really is a part or portion of that All Wise
Almighty, Universal Intelligence, the Great Spirit,
the Greek's Theos, the Christian's God, the
Hebrew's Helohim, the Mahometan's Allah, Hah-
neman's Vital Force, new thought's Divine Spark,
the Indian's Great Spirit, Hudson's Subconscious
Mind, the Christian Scientist's All Goodness, the
Allopath's Vis Medicatrix Nature—the healing
power of nature.1(p525)
DD Palmer's attempt to combine premodern con-
ceptions of the Divine with modern ideas of biology
and evolution was characteristic of his time. Schelling
influenced many of the postconventional leaders of
Palmer's era, including the biological thinkers like
Bergson, Whitehead, and Baldwin. He was read by
Emerson,16 who likely influenced Palmer.17 I suggest
that DD Palmer's worldview and his philosophy were
the products of his age and that he was on the leading
edge of postrational thinking for his time, making
chiropractic an attempt at establishing one of the first
postconventional professions.
Chiropractic's early postconventional elements
Palmer's vision and worldview extended into the
chiropractic profession and the early philosophy in
several ways, which show how chiropractic as a
profession can be described as postconventional. Some
of these elements of chiropractic have been discussed
elsewhere, such as organismic thinking and the issues of
integrating science and spirit.18,77,95,115,120,121,138 An-
other important element is the inclusion of time,
addressed above and most well known in Stephenson's
chiropractic principle, “No. 6. The Principle of Time.
There is no process that does not require time.”139(pxxxi)
Three other elements, which indicate how chiropractic
was developed as a postconventional profession, are
communication through touch; an attempt to unite the
value spheres of science, art, and morals; and chiroprac-
tic's unique relationship to science. It is by exploring
thesethree,touch,unitingthevaluespheres,andscience,
which will help us to further understand chiropractic's
postconventional core.
Chiropractic communication through touch
Thefocusofchiropracticthroughthesensesviatouch
can be viewed as an integration of science and feeling.
Sensitivity is a hallmark of early postconventional
worldviews.72 Refining the skill of palpation to glean
clinical information while communicating to the patient
through touch has beennoted asan importantdistinction
in chiropractic.140 Albanese141 has contrasted chiro-
practic's use of touch with Foucault's observation that
mechanistic medicine is founded upon the “clinical
gaze.” In a similar approach, Leder and Krucoff write,
“Vision, the objectifying sense par excellence, seems to
yield a detached register of what lies outside. Touch's
intimacy of contact can make us aware of the reciprocity
ofinner and outer,aswellasthatofbodyand world,self
and other.”142(p324) Vision and 3-dimensional perspec-
tives are hallmarks of the Mental structure of conscious-
ness.19,58,59 Touch, coupled to scientific rationality as a
primary form of diagnostic or analytic tool, can be
viewed as a hallmark of the Integral aperspectival
structure of consciousness. Chiropractic's use of touch
can also be viewed as a form of hermeneutical
communication,140 a postmodern form of sensitive
insight,2 and a form of transmission of information not
only from doctor to patient but also from teacher to
student in the form of a professional lineage.18
Science, art, and morals
DD Palmer's attempt in his final writings to unite the
value spheres of science, art, and morals is an important
element to understanding his worldview in his final
years before his death in 1913. It is my view that
Palmer was motivated to write by his frustration about
chiropractic's new legal necessity to incorporate
54 S. A. Senzonphilosophy into the profession after 1907. Gaucher-
Peslherbe writes, “We must now attempt to place D.D.
Palmer in context in the years 1908-1909, when he took
up his pen to correct some of the wilder notions of his
‘brother’ chiropractors.”2(p82) Add to this the fact that
his many students, including his son, who was
advertising the Palmer school as “The Fountain
Head,” were now publishing their own books,
publishing their own interpretations of chiropractic's
philosophy, and opening schools. Palmer writes:
If you want first hand goods you go to the first-
hand man. If you desire Chiropractic first handed,
y o ug ot oT h eF o u n t a i nH e a df r o mw h i c h
originated the first principle, not to any of those
who were his pupils.96(p728)
After all, DD Palmer had spent about 30 years
studying the philosophy of healing and Spiritualism12
and probably 10 or more years studying science.122
Philosophy being a legal necessity was especially
troubling because he had not yet taken the time to
write down his philosophy and he was striving to prove
itasascience.2 Hewastoobusydevelopingthescience,
teaching, and surviving legal struggles to write. Just as
Kant was awakened from his dogmatic slumber by
Hume, Palmer began to systematically write down his
thoughts on all things chiropractic, including philoso-
phy, after the landmark Morikubo trial of 1907.
Gaucher-Peslherbe continues from the quote above
when he writes:
At that time, there were enough chiropractors for
Palmer, who was now sixty-four, to feel that what
he had started as the result of one simple action in
1895 would not die with him. All his thoughts and
energy were now directed towards a single end: to
put on firmer basis than he had been able to do so
far the art, science, and philosophy of the practice
he called chiropractic.…
It was in 1908 that Palmer realized that the
profession he had founded was escaping him; it
not only was developing without him, but also at
times in opposition to him, for many of his former
pupils had parted company with him. In some cases
they went so far as to suggest that he did not
understand what he was doing, in the hope of
claiming for themselves the honor of being
recognized as the founders, if not the discoverers,
of the new science.2(p82)
This attempt to take back his profession was
evidenced by his voluminous writings from 1908 to
1910.96 Once Palmer saw the profession slipping away
from him, he was motivated to write down his ideas.
Palmer authored 2 books in his life: one was
published 1910, The Science, Art, and Philosophy of
Chiropractic96;the other waspublished by his widow a
year after his death in 1914, The Chiropractor.3 The
1914 text opens with a 10-page argument entitled “The
Moral and Religious Duty of the Chiropractor.” An
excerpt from that essay was quoted at the start of this
article. In this essay, there was an explicit attempt to
shore up the legal argument for chiropractic. But that is
onlypartofhisintent;theotherpartistomakehismoral
case.18,121 Palmer makes his case for morality as one of
the central reasons for chiropractic to exist not only in
his 1914 book but also in his 1910 text. He writes:
This linking together of the spiritual and physical
makes it our duty to so keep the corporeal frame in
proper alignment that the spirit may manifest itself
in a natural manner. It is not only our inalienable
right, but our moral duty.…96(p718)
After the landmark Morikubo decision, the common
phrase “Science, Art, and Philosophy” was important.
The case established chiropractic's legal defense against
medicallawsbasedontheargumentthatchiropractichad
a separate science, art, and philosophy from medicine.
Palmer accepted that phrase, as is obvious in the title of
his first book96; but in his final writings, he made a clear
case for science, art, and morals. Morals capture the
intersubjective domain, which becomes even more
important to integrate for individuals who develop to
postrational thinking.4,64,67,72 Palmer's emphasis on
morals in his final years is further evidence of his
postconventional stance. But even more so, he used the
moral argument to bridge the divides in Western culture
between the value spheres of The Beautiful (Art), The
Good (Morals), and The True (Science).
Wilber describes the role of philosophy as the
bringing together of “The Big Three,” which are the
value spheres of morals, science, and art. Wilber writes:
I refer to these three value spheres as the “Big
Three” because they are three of the most
significant of modernity's differentiations, destined
to play a crucial role in so many areas of life. This
is not simply my own idea. The Big Three are
recognized by an influential number of scholars.
They are Sir Karl Popper's three worlds: subjective
(I), cultural (WE), and objective (IT). They are
Habermas's three validity claims: subjective sin-
cerity (l), intersubjective justness (WE), and
objective truth (IT). They are Plato's Beautiful,
Good, and True.143(p62)
55 Postmodern coreBringing those three together is the integrative
impulse of the postmodern era.36 It is what is
demanded of the modern fragmented self to become
whole. Perhaps, this may have been DD Palmer's final
attempt to imbue his postconventional worldview into
the profession, not only his philosophical, artistic, and
scientific interpretations but also his moral vision.
Chiropractic was an attempt to integrate the Big Three,
which is yet another indication that it was an attempt at
a postconventional profession at the dawn of the
postmodern era.
Chiropractic and science
An Integral approach can help us to interpret the
complex relationship between chiropractic and science
and begin to sort out the differences between
preconventional, conventional, and postconventional
approaches to science within chiropractic. The litera-
ture on Integral Science is one way to begin to explore
the different epistemological levels involved with any
pursuit of science. For example, Kurt Koller has
described an Integral Scientific Method based on
IMP, which includes multiple methodologies, as an
opportunity for Science to capture a more complete
“embodiment of truth”144(p161) along with the various
“levels of science.”145(p256) Esbjörn-Hargens and
Wilber21 compare these different levels of science
based on worldviews (Fig 5). One of the most
important ways we can begin to discuss this topic in
more detail is to explore how the conventional levels of
consciousness interpret and deal with science; then we
can explore just how the philosophy of chiropractic has
approached science from a postconventional stance.
Cook-Greuter4 estimates that 80% of the adult
population of the United States and Europe is at the
Conventional level. According to her research, there
are 3 levels of Conventional ego development, which
she refers to as Conformist, Expert, and Conscientious.
At the Conformist stage, fundamentalism and non-
critical acceptance of truth is common. The Expert or
Technician stage is when the individual begins to use
third-person perspectives, which often leads to creation
of new solutions. This can also lead to thinking “they
know all the answers,” which makes this stage “very
resistant and stable”4(p16) and prone to an argumenta-
tive position. The late Conventional self or Conscien-
tious stage is the level of ego development that
embraces the scientific method as the appropriate
method to find truth. Cook-Greuter refers to this
achiever level as the target stage for Western culture
because this is the stage that we expect and encourage
individuals in a modern democracy to develop to as
“rationally competent and independent adults.”4(p17)
This is the level of Piaget's formal operational thinking.
This level can view any level below it or above it as
nonrational. All of these stages can be included when
exploring the history and philosophy of chiropractic in
regard to science.
The chiropractic literature has explored the need to
embrace the scientific method or orthodox sci-
ence,146,147 as well as the problems of antiscience
and scientism.46,148-150 From an IMP perspective, an
antiscience approach may be taken from a preconven-
tional, early-conventional, or postconventional per-
spectives; and scientism is whenthe objective empirical
approach to reality is viewed as absolute,144 what
Werbach has referred to as when science is worshipped
as a religion.151(p14) Keating, Green, and Johnson147
described the first 50 years of research in chiropractic
and its lack of accumulated research data in terms of a
variety of reasons such as misunderstandings of the
scientific method, a focus on clinical empiricism rather
than laboratory research, attempts to use science and
research as a form of marketing, and other social and
economic forces on the profession, such as the common
practice of chiropractic techniques being developed and
taught to students who were sworn to secrecy rather
than exploring the techniques through research,
collaboration, and dissemination. There is little in the
chiropractic literature exploring postconventional ap-
proaches to science.
Chiropractic's relationship to science can also be
described in terms of its aperspectival and postconven-
 
Science 
 
Transpersonal science: Meditation 
Post-modern science: Systems Theory 
Rational science: Physics and Biology 
Mythic science: Scientism 
Magic science: Folk science 
 
 
Religion 
 
Transpersonal religion: Mysticism 
Post-modern religion: Religious pluralism 
Rational religion : Deism 
Mythic religion : Fundamentalism 
Magic religion : Voodoo and Paganism 
Fig 5. Levels of science and religion and some examples from Esbjörn-Hargens and Wilber.
21(p541)
56 S. A. Senzontional worldview. According to Martin,152 chiroprac-
tic's self-identity was marked by its unique relationship
to science by emphasizing clinical observations,
challenging science's dominance, and believing a
morally superior approach to science includes vitalism
and spirituality. Martin writes that chiropractors
believed “true science incorporated a patient-centered
system of values that embraced the integration of mind,
body, and soul.”152(p227) Martin is pointing to what we
might consider the postconventional reaction against
the strictly rational or conventional approach to
orthodox science. The Integral-aperspectival structure
ofconsciousnessaroseinreactiontotheMental-rational
structure of consciousness and its overreliance on
rationality. Cook-Greuter refers to the first of the
postconventional or General Systems Stages, according
to an ability to hold fourth-person perspectives
(Individualist stage). She writes:
Individualists abandon purely rational analysis in
favor of a more holistic, organismic approach in
which feelings and context are taken into account
and the process becomes as intriguing as the
product or outcome. Individualists also favor more
relativistic or psycho-logical approaches over
merely logical ones.”4(p22)
Cook-Greuter continues:
There is a new sense of body/mind connection.
Therefore, the shift from conventional to post-
conventional stages also reflects a shift from a
more intellectual to a more organismic or embo-
died awareness.4(p23)
Martin's analysis points to some of these attributes
and suggests that the philosophy of chiropractic
traditionally embraces a postconventional approach
to science.
Examining the postconventional elements of the
philosophy of chiropractic in regard to science by no
means suggests that all approaches to philosophy and
science in chiropractic are postconventional. As noted
above, an attitude of “anti-science” has been pointed
out in the literature in regard to the history and
philosophy of chiropractic.147,150,152 This can be
interpreted as preconventional (magical-mythic think-
ing) or postconventional (systems thinking). Future
writing on the subject should carefully consider the
empirical research of developmental psychology,
which may help to distinguish between these levels of
“anti-science.”4,29,60,67,69 Postconventional approaches
may embrace an overreaction to rationality and also
includeearlierstructuresofconsciousness.Gebserrefers
to vitalism in 20th century biology (in regard to its
inclusion of the magical structure of consciousness) as a
“deficient” form of the integral aperspectival structure,
what he refers to as deficient integrality.58(p382) The
current trend in chiropractic in terms of using “vitalism”
as a characterizing paradigm or framework usually
refers to organismic and systems approaches to biology
rather than magical thinking.48,91,115,153 Other re-
searchers have noted that the early postconventional
stage is prone to an extreme relative or pluralistic
position, where all truth is relative, even truth disclosed
through the scientific method.4 Such an extreme
relativism may also resist a deeper systems or holistic
approach based on natural hierarchies such as develop-
mental structuralism.72 An IMP approach to science in
chiropractic with an emphasis on the structural lens of
consciousness reframes any discussion of the relation-
ship between science and chiropractic and opens up a
more inclusive approach toward understanding how the
philosophy of chiropractic has been used to relate to
science and how it can be used in the future to construct
a philosophy of chiropractic.
Integral pluralism: chiropractic's future
For chiropractic as a profession to successfully
develop a postrational and postconventional philoso-
phy deeply resonating with Palmer's vision, Integral
Pluralism (IP), which developed from Integral Theory,
will be essential. Integral Theory integrates the
domains of “I” (art, aesthetics, and beauty), “We”
(culture, morals/goodness, shared and mutual reso-
nance), and “It” (objective facts/truth, systems, and
nature) (Fig 1). It is these 3 domains that comprise
Wilber's 4 quadrants of “I, We, It, and Its,” described in
the first article in this series.5 The 4 quadrants represent
distinct and interpenetrating dimensions of reality for
each sentient being. To approach reality from a
postconventional worldview is to incorporate all 4 of
these aspects of the self into your being.
Integral Pluralism combines multiple levels of self-
development (Integral Epistemological Pluralism)
along with multiple methodological approaches to
knowledge acquisition (IMP) based on the 8 fundamen-
tal perspectives (Fig 2).154 Integral Pluralism takes into
account the structural level of consciousness (way of
knowing or epistemology) an individual looks through
as well as the methodological approaches (how one
brings forth knowledge). By using IP, chiropractic and
its philosophy become a “multiple object,” where it is a
different “thing” (ontology) based on what level the
57 Postmodern coreindividual is looking at it from and what method he or
she ise using.154,155 Esbjörn-Hargens refers to this as
Integral Ontological Pluralism. Esbjörn-Hargens de-
scribes IP in terms of “epistemological distance (the
Who), methodological variety (the How), and ontolog-
ical complexity (the What).”154(p143) Integral Pluralism
acknowledges that individuals acquire knowledge
through at least 8 methodologies (IMP), viewed
through the filters of their own structural lens of
consciousness such as preconventional, conventional,
or postconventional (Integral Epistemological Plural-
ism), resulting in knowledge of each thing that is
specific to the complexity of the level looked through
and method used (Integral Ontological Pluralism).
One ofthe central elements of IP andIntegral Theory
is increasing levels of complexity, which equate to
increasing value. This idea embraces a pluralism of all
forms of truth as valid and valued, but it places a higher
value on higher levels of complexity when this
represents a deeper and wider embrace of reality. For
example, in terms of personal development, a pre-
conventional stance embraces “me and my ego”;a
conventional stance embraces “my people, my nation,
or us”; and a postconventional stance embraces “all
people orall of us.”57 More valueissimply equated toa
wider embrace from a deeper perspective, such as first-,
second-, third-, or fourth-person perspectives (fourth
being the deepest). Add to the complexity of perspec-
tive, more methodological approaches used to acquire
knowledge; and even more complexity and thus more
value emerge because more domains of truth are being
encompassed, disclosed, and enacted. This approach
allows for the relative and pluralistic truth of all
perspectives but does not allow the object, in our case,
the philosophy chiropractic, to sink into an extreme
relativismof“notruthisanybetterthananyothertruth.”
A type of value-metric is thus established to determine
how complex any approach to the philosophy of
chiropractic is and, quite possibly, how valued that
approachshouldbeintermsoftheprofession'sidentity.
Palmer's original philosophy may have situated
chiropractic as one of the first postconventional
professions. Exploring this possibility reframes tradi-
tional discussions and debates in the philosophy of
chiropractic in a new light. Most notably, it calls into
question the current debates in the profession of
chiropractic around what it means to progress. In a
recent article, Paul Carey writes:
Segments of the profession refuse to let go of their
old beliefs. I think this places the chiropractic
profession at a cross roads. Down one path is
continued isolation and separation from main
stream health care. If this path is taken there is a
real risk it will lead to our eventual demise. The
chiropractic profession would become irrelevant
because other professions can and will do what we
do but, from within the system.(p147)
The argument is based on the premise that the
philosophy of chiropractic is prerational and precon-
ventional and reliant on belief systems. This article
demonstrates the problems with such an argument and
how easy it is to have such confusion, especially if one
is looking at the philosophy from a conventional or
rational perspective because, from that perspective,
anything nonrational (pre or post) is equated. This is
not to suggest that all adherents of philosophy in
chiropractic are personally viewing the world through a
postconventional structure of consciousness, which
adds to the complexity of the crossroads. The final
article in this series will explore various approaches in
the literature by applying developmental perspective to
particular arguments on philosophy and chiropractic.
Similar arguments against the philosophy of chiro-
practic developed by its founder, DD Palmer, have led
to the recent move by the CCE to dismiss traditional
language from its definition of chiropractic, such as
without drugs and surgery, and minimize the central
reason for chiropractic's existence, the vertebral
subluxation.53 Some of the history of this debate and
current crisis within chiropractic in regard to its
identity106 stems from its approach to science and
philosophy as well as confusions surrounding the
original spiritual/biological definitions of IIput forth by
DD Palmer and expanded upon by his son, BJ Palmer.
By applying IP to the philosophy of chiropractic and
establishing DD Palmer as a postconventional thinker,
with a postmodern worldview at the core of his identity,
a new interpretation of chiropractic emerges, one that
forces us to reevaluate not only the current dilemma but
the identity of chiropractic as a profession.
Postconventional and postrational perspectives are
viewed in terms of developmental research on
increasingly complex ways humans develop to
make meaning in their world.60,70 These structures
emerged in the course of human history and represent
new ways of being and thinking.36,58,59,64-66,79 DD
Palmer lived at a time when one of these new
structures was emerging, the integral-aperspectival
structure according to Gebser58 and the vision-logic
altitude according to Wilber,65 and generalized by
several researchers as the postconventional level.4,72
By understanding chiropractic's emergence from this
58 S. A. Senzonperspective and adding to that insight into the
confusions between preconventional and postconven-
tional thinking,85 many of the dismissivist approaches
to the philosophy of chiropractic from the legal ploy
argument to dismissing all premodern and phenome-
nological approaches to II9,47,92 should be reevaluated.
DD Palmer incorporated phenomenological spiritual
experiences (premodern),19 objective rational thinking
(modern),6 and systems and holistic thinking (post-
modern).2,18,120 His philosophy is reflective of other
philosophers who influenced his time, such as Fichte
and Schelling. DD Palmer's ability to combine
premodern, modern, and postmodern worldviews into
an embodied philosophy centered on touch, time,
integrating physical and spiritual, and a postrational
systems approach to science gives us a profession that
is postconventional and postmodern in its inception.
Since the earliest days of chiropractic, chiropractic
philosophers and historians have sought to fit Palmer's
vision of chiropractic into a conventional mold.42
Others have sought to expand on the postconventional
aspects and even develop post-postconventional ap-
proaches.82 And yet, with any attempt to update,
revise, and evolve the philosophy of chiropractic, there
is always the danger of dogmatic thinking, scientism,
and dismissivist approaches based on limited perspec-
tives, methods, and worldviews. Constructing a
philosophy of chiropractic using IP is one way to
overcome such obstacles while advancing the philos-
ophy to ever more postconventional perspectives by
including all levels, all perspectives, and all method-
ologies. Integral Pluralism, which developed as a late-
postconventional approach to all known forms of
knowledge acquisition and interpretation, is congruent
with chiropractic's original early postconventional
approach and ideal to assist the chiropractic profession
to evolve its worldviews for the 21st century.
Conclusions
DD Palmer was one of the first postrational
individuals in America, and chiropractic was an attempt
at the first postrational health profession. The philos-
ophy of chiropractic, as it was originally developed by
DD Palmer, is a postconventional and postmodern
approach to the complexities and challenges of the
modern world. DD Palmer's philosophy describes a
practice designed to assist human beings to express
their innate divinity as a result of the chiropractic
adjustment. Although this approach seems at first
glance as a throwback to 19th century Spiritualism and
magnetic healing, a deeper look at Palmer's philosoph-
ical writings reveals something else. Palmer's approach
incorporates the nuanced distinctions of a modern self,
one who can view his or her own consciousness
objectively and apart from Nature. DD Palmer
described a separation between body, mind, soul, and
spirit. He also described a type of nondual interpreta-
tion of how each of those levels arose from one source
as a manifestation of Spirit or UI. Chiropractic, for
Palmer, centered on the expression of Spirit as Innate in
the body vibrating along pathways through or over the
nervous system. Misalignments of the skeletal frame,
centered on the spine, termed subluxations, blocked the
flow of innate, caused tension in the neuroskeleton and
a disruption of tone, and ultimately resulted in disease,
insanity, societal discord, and an inability for spirit to
more fully express in the physical world and beyond
after bodily death. By incorporating the progressive
actualization of this divinization process, Palmer
showed an ability to include fourth-person perspec-
tives, one of the hallmarks of a postconventional and
postmodern self. This advanced self-sense broke with
the norms of conventional cultural worldviews, includ-
ing the conventional approaches to science.
DD Palmer's postconventional worldview can be
ascertained through his use of embodied language, his
systems approach, his inclusion of subjective and
objective perspectives, as well as his attempts to
integrate science, art, and morality. As a result,
chiropractic's status as a postconventional profession
is evidenced in several areas, including its unorthodox
relationship to science, the inclusion of science and
spirituality, the focus on touch, the inclusion of time, as
well its systems and holistic approach. Attempts within
chiropractic to highlight conventional worldviews
should do so in light of chiropractic's more compre-
hensive approach to life and reality as a way to
strengthen its postconventional center of gravity, rather
than try to restrain it to a conventional approach, which
would ultimately be a backward step in the history of
human consciousness, philosophy, and worldview
evolution, of which chiropractic is a part.
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